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Transparency and accountability are 
the fundamental principles for research 
integrity. Transparency in describing all 
aspects of the research process, from 
planning, proposing, performing, and 
reporting, goes a long way towards 
allowing better selection, scrutiny, and 
use of research.
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Copyrights, Open access policy, Open data 
policy, and clinical data sharing policy
Copyright
Copyright to all published materials is owned by the Korea Health Personnel 
Licensing Examination Institute (formerly National Health Personnel 
Licensing Examination Board of Korea). The corresponding author should 
agree to the copyright transfer during the submission process. The Editorial 
Board takes it granted that the co-authors also accept the copyright transfer 
per the acceptance by the corresponding author, who has a responsibility of 
submitting the copyright transfer agreement to the publisher.
Open access policy
•Journal of Educational Evaluation for Health Professions (JEEHP) is an open 
access journal. Articles are distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly 
cited. To use the tables or figures of JEEHP in other periodicals, books or 
media for scholarly, educational or even commercial purposes, the process of 
permission request to the publisher of JEEHP is not necessary. This is in 
accordance with the Budapest Open Access Initiative definition of open 
access.
•It also follows the open access policy of PubMed Central at United States 
National Library of Medicine (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/).
•All contents of the journal are available immediately upon publication 
without embargo period.

NEJM: own society
JEEHP: own society and CC
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General policies Research standards Publication policies

authorship Statistical analysis Data and material availability 
after publication

Conflicts of interest Guideline for specific type of 
studies Copyright & license to publish

Prior publication and 
presentation at meeting Data deposition Access policies

Unpublished data and personal 
communications Processing fees

Related papers embargo policy

Security concern Correction, expressions of 
concern and retraction

Science Journals: editorial policies
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Definition of Research Misconduct




